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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
As the population of the United States increases, 
urban areas and superhighways engulf thousands of acres 
annually, while our land base remains constant. V/ith the 
continuous increase of megalopoli and the sundry cultural 
uses of our land, greater and greater demands are placed 
upon the shrinking amount of agricultural, forested, and 
otherwise uninhabited lands. 
While our society becomes more affluent and concur­
rently possesses more leisure time than in the past, interest 
in and demand for recreational opportunities are increasing 
rapidly. Often, during summer months, national forest and 
park camning facilities in the western states are unable to 
meet present demands that are apparently increasing faster 
than new camping facilities, while our expanding transporta­
tion facility has made areas that were recently wilderness or 
semi-wilderness accessible to almost anyone. 
The large, sparsely settled expanses of the west, 
with many diverse recreational attractions, annually re­
ceives more and more attention. In Montana, as in most 
western states, a large portion of the land is publicly 
owned. The agencies and bureaus entrusted with management 
of public lands are continually harassed with demands to 
produce more products and services for the public on these 
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lands. Today people demand more than ever before: more 
timber for an expanding industry; more wilderness in which 
to find seclusion; more campgrounds in which to enjoy nature 
in a demi-urbanized fashion; and more wildlife to see, photo­
graph, and hunt. Undoubtedly, these pressures will increase 
in the future, and to fulfill the desires of the public to 
the extent possible, land must continually be managed more 
intensively. 
The U.S. Forest Service, the largest land management 
agency in western Montana, is charged by Congress to manage 
the national forest lands as directed in the Multiple Use-
Sustained Yield Act of I960 (Appendix I). Rather than give 
new direction to Forest Service administration, this Act, 
to a degree, defined existing practices and policy, and is a 
responsibility that can neither be subjugated by nor dele­
gated to other agencies. Thus the Forest Service has the 
responsibility to manage all the renewable resources on its 
lands, including wildlife habitat. 
In many regions, national forest lands are high 
mountainous areas, while the f oothills and valleys are 
privately owned, so that much land used by big game during 
the critical winter months is privately owned. In western 
Montana, or at least in the study area (Figures 1-3)> valleys 
are relatively narrow and the steep sidehills afford few 
agricultural opportunities; consequently, there was little 
homesteading, and most big-game winter range is of national 
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forest ownership. 
Through the right of federal exclusion, a state may 
regulate numbers of game animals and seasons of harvest, 
except migratory birds, within their jurisdiction. Thus, 
on national forests, the Forest Service manages the habitat 
while states regulate hunting seasons and harvest of game 
animals. At various times, this situation has led to mis­
understanding between federal and state agencies. The Forest 
Service has taken the position that if fish and game com­
missions would reduce big game populations, existing habitat 
would be adequate. Conversely, fish and game commissions, 
because of public pressure to increase game numbers, cer­
tainly not reduce them, are often of the opinion that game 
ranges should be maintained for present or larger nonula-
tion levels. Vi/ith such an impasse, little game management 
of consequence can be accomplished. 
Although there is a conflict of interest concerning 
timber and browse production on big-game winter range, the 
Montana Fish and Game Commission and the Forest Service work 
harmoniously in some other areas of endeavor. If, however, 
these agencies continue with present policies and philoso­
phies in regard to big-game range and timber production, the 
dilemma will continue. The more public pressure is exerted 
for more game to hunt and photograph, the closer these 
agencies will have to cooperate and coordinate their work 
if they wish to meet an increased demand. Fish and game 
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commissions will have to control game pooulations with more 
expertise and the Forest Service must manage its lands, for 
all renewable resources, more intensively than ever before. 
During the past several years in the vicinity of 
St. Regis, Montana (Figures 1-5)> merchantable timber has 
been clear-cut on winter ranges of white-tailed deer, mule 
deer, and elk (see Appendix B for binomial classification of 
plants and animals). These clear-cuts, with subsequent 
burning of the residual slash, were an attemnt to coordi­
nate timber and wildlife management, an action based on a 
rule-of-thumb that setting back secondary succession would 
increase forage for wild ruminants. Many foresters, as 
well as other people, considered this a sound program, 
while still others questioned the validity of slashing and 
burning the residual small and, occasionally, young trees. 
The outlook for continuing this program on a systematic 
basis is dubious, unless a quantitative evaluation can show 
advantages for clear-cutting and burning to increase 
forage for big-game that is compatible with timber manage­
ment goals. 
In the St. Regis area, winter game range is transi­
tory. Precipitation is adequate to produce a climax commu­
nity with various tree overstories, ranging from Douglas-fir 
on the drier sites to true firs and cedar on the moister 
sites. Most of the winter range is within the Douglas-fir-
nine-bark climax association (Daubenmire, 1952; Daubenmire 
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and Daubenmire, 1968). As succession progresses from a 
predominantly shrub stage to timber, shrubs which are 
palatable to big game are replaced by more shade tolerant 
species, which are generally unpalatable to big game 
(Pengelly, 1961). 
An objective of this study was to measure and com­
pare annual production of the more imnortant browse shrubs 
on areas that were: (1) clear-cut and burned, (2) clear-
cut, slightly dozer scarafied but left unburned, (3) an 
area with a mature timber stand similar to the other two 
areas before treatment. Another objective of this study was 
to measure browse production on three older burns—1910, 
1910/1931> and 1929. No other areas are present within the 
study area that were burned between 1929 and 1964 on winter 
game range. 
It is known that some shrub species are eliminated 
before others as succession orogresses. The degree of shade 
that each species will tolerate is not so well known. 
But with data on quantity of browse produced follow­
ing silvicultural treatment, and data on the effect of tree-
crown closure upon browse production, the effect of succession 
on production may be predicted. If clear-cutting and burning 
is an acceptable method of timber management,its use would 
be a means of stabilizing production of deer and elk forage; 
one which the Forest Service could use to meet future de­
mands for timber and wildlife. By clear-cutting, burning, 
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and replanting to a suitable tree species, treated areas 
would remain in browse production for an indefinite number 
of years and still produce timber. By adjusting rotations, 
a desired balance of the area in any of the various stages 
of succession could be achieved. 
CHAPTER II 
STUDY AREA 
Location 
The area selected for study lies between the 
Bitterroot Mountain Range to the south and west and the 
Coeur d'Alene Mountains to the north (see Vicinity Maps, 
Figure 1). Along the eastern portion of the study area, 
the Clark Fork River, which flows in a p:eneral north­
westerly direction, turns and meanders northeast between 
the Coeur d'Alene Mountains and the Nine-mile Divide. The 
St. Regis River, flowing easterly, drains the intervening 
deeply incised area for about 40 miles and joins the Clark 
Fork River at the town of St. Regis. U.S. Highway 10 
(Interstate 90), a major transcontinental highway, passes 
through St. Regis and follows the St. Regis River through 
the study area to Lookout Pass. 
Within this area, six sites were selected for 
sampling (Figures 2-5), three of which are located within 
the Ward Creek drainage: (1) an area lying between two 
clear-cut areas that was left uncut, (2) an area clear-cut 
in 1962-63 and which was slightly dozer scarified but left 
unburned, (3) an area clear-cut in 1962-63 and burned in 
1964. The two clear-cut areas were similar to the uncut 
area before they were harvested. Two of the remaining 
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Figure 3. Canyon Creek areas. 
1. Old ponderosa pine stand. 
2. Clearcut, unbumed area. 
3. Clearcut, burned area. 
Figure 4, Boyd Moimtaln areas. 
Area burned In I9IO. 
5. Area burned In I9IO & 1931. 
Figure 5» Tamarack Creek area 
6, Area burned In 1929. 
three areas are located on Boyd Mountain and were burned 
in 1910. One of these was reburned in 1931. "^he sixt,h 
area is located in the Tamarack Creek drainage on a site 
that burned in 1929. All of these sites are on big-game 
winter range, on a generally southern exposure and within 
the Douglas-fir ninebark climax association. 
Topography 
This area is characterized by precipitous mountain 
slopes with narrow ridge crests and valleys, a distinction 
of later mature erosional development. Precambrian sedi­
ments have been uplifted by diastrophic forces, then 
compressed, faulted, and eroded into a complicated, highly 
dissected landform (Wallace & Hesterman, 1956). 
The tributary streams of the St. Regis River are 
cold and clear, becoming roiled only during the spring 
thaw. At headwaters, streams flow around large boulders, 
cascading to the lower reaches where the gradient is 
lower; and although the current is still swift, lower 
stream beds are composed of small water-worn rocks with 
few boulders so prevalent upstream. There is little 
sedimentation or meandering of tributary streams or of 
the St. Regis River through the deep V-shaped canyons 
which they have carved. 
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Geology 
Information on geology of this area was obtained 
from a geological survey of western Mineral County. The 
underlying rock formation is the Belt Series and is of 
Precambrian meta-sedimentary origin. Relatively recent 
unconsolidated sediments overlie portions of this area, most 
of which are lacustrine and glacio-fluvial deposits of the 
Pleistocene age and alluvium of recent origin. 
Quartzites, argillites, and phyllites predominate 
throughout this area. Occasional dikes of igneous origin 
are present but rarely encountered. Glacial and glacio-
fluvial deposits are from montane glaciers on tributaries 
of the St. Regis River; lacustrine deposits—silts, gravels, 
and ice-rafted cobbles and boulders—are from glacial Lake 
Missoula. Lacustrine deposits may occasionally be found 
up to elevations of 3,940-4)200 feet M.S.L., the supposed 
water level of Lake Missoula. 
Structurally this area has been subjected to inten­
sive folding and faulting. The Osburn Fault, of tectonic 
origin, bisects the study area east to west. Deformation 
and overturned folds are more common north of the fault zone 
than south. Roughly • parallel to the Osburn Fault are several 
smaller faults (V/allace and Hasterman, 1956). 
Soils 
A soil management report prepared by the Forest 
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Service (Mueller and Thomas, 1966) for the St. Regis Ranger 
District lists eight soil management units or groupings of 
morphologically similar soils, which are the major groupings 
of 37 soil-maoping areas. The soil mapping areas are 
differentiated by soil type and slone, and include talus and 
rock outcrop. 
Soils within the study area are of three major 
sources^—glacio-fluvial material, lacustrine deposits, and 
decomposition of parent, meta-sedimentary rock. The glacio-
fluvial and lacustrine soils are of fine silt-clay material 
which is easily eroded, but the meta-sedimentary derived 
soils are generally highly permeable to vrater and have a low 
erosion hazard. 
Soils of the sites sampled are derived from the 
breakdown of meta-sedimentary rock and are the Drexel and 
Garnet soil series. Drexel soils, which are on dry, south­
erly exposed slopes, are silt-loams, with a high infiltra­
tion rate, and have medium internal drainage and water 
retention capacity. The fertility of these soils is con­
sidered to be medium. The Garnet Series is also found 
predominantly on southern exposures—infiltration is medium, 
internal drainage is rapid, water retention is medium, 
fertility is low, and surface areas are droughty--and in 
several respects, similar to Drexel soils. The descriptive 
ratings are defined in this report (Mueller and Thomas, 1966), 
and refer to specific defined limits. 
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Climate 
The study area is characterized by hot summers with 
scant precipitation, while the winter months are cold and 
moist. Records of precipitation by months are presented 
in Table I, from three weather stations within and one 
adjacent to the study area. These stations are located 
progressively from east to west, and it may be noted that 
moisture increases westward. At Lookout Pass, at the 
extreme western edge of the study area, precipitation prob­
ably exceeds 50 inches annually. The patterns of precipi­
tation on the study area are determined, to a large degree, 
by the configuration of the surrounding mountains. Moisture-
laden air from the Pacific is swept upward as it approaches 
the Bitterroot Divide and, in part, funneled through low 
points along the divide. This situation causes heavy pre­
cipitation along the Divide, but progressively less moisture 
falls over the northern and eastern nortion of the study 
area. 
During the winter heavy snowfall blankets the area. 
In late summer {July and August) precipitation is generally 
low and usually evaporation exceeds precipitation, so that 
extremely dry conditions are created. During these hot dry 
periods there are frequent lightning storms which ignite 
several (5 to 20 or more) fires annually. Larson (1929) 
described the following successional changes following fire 
in the Bitterroot Mountains: 
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TABLE I 
AVERAGE PRECIPITATION 
Month Superior® St. Regis^ Haugan*^ Saltese' 
Jan. 1 .6 2.6 4.3 5.6 
Feb. 1 .3 2.1 3.4 3.7 
Mar. 1 .2 1.5 3.1 3.0 
Apr. 1.1 1.6 1.9 1.3 
M^y 1 .g 1 .g 1.7 2.3 
June 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.0 
July 0.$ 1.1 0.8 1 .2 
Aug. O.g 1.1 O.g 1.1 
Sept. 1.1 1.4 1.7 1 .9 
Oct. 1.5 1.7 2.S 2.4 
Nov. 1.6 2.5 4.0 5.6 
Dec . 1 .6 2.4 4.0 4.1 
Total 16.0 22.0 31.0 34.0 
®U.S. Forest Service 1931-1962. 
^U.S. Forest Service 1951-1961. 
cu.S. Forest Service 1931-1962. 
^Yearbook of Agriculture, Climate and Man, 1941 
(Nine Yr. Avg.). 
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Perhaps no other region in the United States is 
visited by forest conflagrations of similar magnitude, 
frequency, or degree of destruction. The contributing 
causes are mainly as follows: the moist winter and 
soring which give rise to a profuse and luxuriant forest 
vegetation of a highly inflammable nature; and invariably 
dry summer with afternoon temperatures often ranging 
between 95 and 100 degrees Fahrenheit; the low atmos­
pheric humidity which often falls to 15 percent or lower. 
These critical conditions are combined with strong 
desiccating winds sweeping in from the arid regions of 
the southwest. 
This statement aptly describes the factors relating to fire 
in this area; he might, however, have added: "with frequent 
summer lightning storms." 
Winter precipitation is by far the most critical 
factor in big game survival. Snow usually falls in the high 
country around September, i^y November deer and elk are 
moving to winter ranges at low to moderate elevations where 
they remain, as a rule, until April or May. Snow depths on 
winter ranges vary widely from year to year. During mild 
winters there may be only a few weeks when snow depths 
exceed a foot over most of the winter range. In other years 
snow may be as deep as three or four feet for several weeks 
at a time. Vi/ith increased snow depth, there is greater 
confinement of animals to small portions of their range, 
which, if enforced for extended periods of time--and often 
coupled with sub-zero temperatures--leads to malnutrition 
and often the loss of many animals. 
History 
When white men arrived, the inhabitants of Montana 
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west of the Continental Divide were members of the Flathead 
Indian Confederacy (Raymen, 1930). The study area is 
included in the area formerly inhabited by the Salish Tribe, 
whose principal residences were the Flathead and Bitterroot 
valleys. Since there is no record of any permanent villages 
in this vicinity, the St. Regis Valley was probably only 
occasionally used for hunting and fishing. 
On December 21, 1 Si 1 , David Thompson, a cartographer 
for the Northwest Company and the first known white man to 
explore this section of the Clark Fork River, arrived at an 
Indian camo on the Clark Fork River east of the mouth of 
the St. Regis River, where he spent the night. According 
to Thompson's journal, "when they arrived at camD, the men 
were all out hunting, about dusk they arrived, having killed 
eight Chev." (Chev=Cheveril=Deer), (White, 1950). Although 
the Salish used this area from time to time for hunting, to 
what degree it was used is unknown. 
In 195^-1^60, Lieutenant John Mullan surveyed and 
constructed a military road from Fort Walla Walla, Washing­
ton, to Fort Benton, Montana. A segment of this road fol­
lowed the St. Regis River from near the headwaters to its 
confluence with the Clark Fork River. Mullan stated that 
at that time there were no settlers within 60 miles of the 
ferry across the Clark Fork River, which he referred to as 
the Bitterroot Cro3sing--located approximately where U.S. 10 
crosses the Clark Fork River at St. Regis. 
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The role of the early inhabitants, the Salish In­
dians, in influencing oresent composition of western Montana 
forests is seldom considered. Yet they had a bearing uoon 
present forest structure represented by the various hetero­
geneous stages of secondary succession, which is a result 
primarily of previous fires, 'j-'here are two comments in 
Mullan's journal which give insight into early fire history. 
Forced by bad weather to halt construction of the road for 
the winter, Mullan drove his livestock down the St. Regis 
Valley to the Clark Fork, where he intended to keep them 
until spring. Vi/hen he arrived, he was apparently dismayed, 
for he found that: 
The grass had all been burnt by the Indians along the 
Bitterroot crossing, a contingency which we could not 
forsee, hence we lost many animals. 
In a letter from P. M. Engle, topographical engineer in 
Mullan's party, to John Mullan, while Engle was examining 
two forks of the St. Joe River (Idaho), the following 
statement was made: 
In returning, the Indian set fire to the woods him­
self, and informed us that he did it with the view of 
destroying a certain kind of long moss which is a para­
site to the pine trees of this region, and which the 
deer feed on in the winter season. By burning this 
moss the deer are obliged to descend into the valleys 
for food, and thus they have a chance to kill them. 
These statements from Mullan's journal (1866) indicate that 
the Indians of this area used fire purposefully and probably 
frequently. Regardless of why they used fire, it would 
appear that a considerable portion of western Montana's 
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forests may have been held in the early stages of secondary 
succession by the action of Indians. 
In the latter iSOO's, after completion of both the 
r4ullan road and the railroad through the study area, settlers 
began to move in. Forest reserves were established in 1^^91 
from the public domain (Winters, 1950) and precluded settle­
ment of certain portions of the land which were considered 
to be unsuitable for homesteading. In 190^?, when the 
"reserves" were changed to national forests, the area 
embraced in this study became part of the Lolo National 
Forest. 
One of the worst fires in this nation's history 
occurred in 1910, and burned over some 3,000,000 acres 
within a 4S-hour period (Spencer, 1956). Approximately 
one-third of the study area, or 100,000 acres, was consumed 
in the holocaust. Lesser but still large fires burned within 
the study area in 1919 and in 1924, while relatively frequent 
smaller fires occur almost every summer. There have not 
been any large fires within this area since 1931 > except 
along the Clark Fork River, north of St. Regis. Here 
railroad-caused fires, during the era of the steam engine, 
occurred frequently. 
During the late 192 0's and early 1930's three game 
preserves were established in the vicinity of the study area 
and vjere located on national forest land, in cooperation 
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with the Montana Fish and Game Commission. No hunting was 
allowed in the preserves, and elk, which were apparently 
never numerous in this area, were introduced in 1912 and at 
later dates (West, 1941). V/ith complete protection for 
several years within the preserves, and only antlered deer 
being hunted outside the preserves, both deer and elk pom­
lations expanded considerably—to the detriment of their 
range. The preserves were abandoned in the 1940's and 
1950's, and the harvest of male and female elk and deer was 
permitted in an attemot to curb populations and the deter­
ioration of the range. But with succession nrogressing 
toward climax, in the absence of large fires, range condi­
tions have remained poor. 
During the winter of 1955-56 numerous deer were 
found that had died of malnutrition (Montana Fish & Game, 
Deer Survey, 1956). The following spring, of 24 head of 
elk which were found dead, 23 (96 per cent) had died of 
malnutrition (Montana Fish & Game, Elk Survey, 1956). Thus 
a severe winter, coupled with deteriorating range conditions 
led to a local decrease in big game abundance. Deer and elk 
numbers have fluctuated since this time with no major die 
offs, and with no major fires or logging on winter range 
areas until I964. Browse production still remains fairly 
low. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
This study was undertaken to determine differences 
in browse production due to differences in silvicultural 
practices and plant succession on areas within the Douglas-
fir ninebark habitat type. Another objective of this study 
was to work on a method by which the effects of succession 
on browse production could be predicted. 
For the first phase of this study, three areas within 
the Canyon Creek drainage—a tributary of Ward Creek, and 
hence within the St. Regis drainage—were selected for 
sampling. This drainage, as most in this vicinity, has been 
subjected to fire from time to time and the resultant 
vegetation of mixed age classes and, to a degree, snecies 
composition of trees, is typical of this area. The three 
areas selected had supported a relatively homogeneous 
timber stand of predominantly ponderosa pine with scattered 
Douglas-fir trees until 1962, when portions of this area 
were logged. The age of this stand was well over 200 years, 
as determined by counting annual rings of stumps and incre­
ment borings of standing trees. V/hen it was harvested, two 
areas were clear-cut and the unmerchantable trees slashed. 
On one of these areas, of about 100 acres, the slash was 
broadcast burned, and on the other, about 60 acres, the slash 
was left unburned and the area was slightly dozer scarified, 
a procedure used to expose mineral soil in hopes of securing 
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better tree seedling establishment. An uncut area about 
10-20 chains wide was left betv/een the tv/o clear-cuts, 
modified only by narrow, single-lane, spur logging roads 
which crossed this stand of timber in three places. These 
areas are similar in most respects (see Table II), with the 
exception of silvicultural treatment, the only variable 
noted which would affect browse production. 
For this phase of the study, two methods of measur­
ing production were used: a modification of the ranked-set 
method (Mcintosh, 1952; Halls and Dell, 1966), and the other 
a modification of the line intercept transect converted to 
area (Brown, 1954). For the ranked-set samples, selection 
of points to sample were made by first randomly selecting 
points along a base line to determine starting points for 
samoling lines. Secondly, points along the previously 
established sample lines were chosen from two tables of 
random numbers to establish sampling points. V/hen a 
sampling point was reached by pacing with a pace stick, 
three rectangular contiguous plots measuring 3.1 feet wide 
and 9.3 feet long were systematically placed. These three 
plots formed a square, 9.3 feet in length on each side, the 
center of the base line of the middle plot being the point 
chosen along the sampling line. The boundaries of the 
plots were established by stretching string between stakes 
erected at the corners of each plot. When the boundary of 
the plots had been established, the three plots were 
TABLE II 
PHYSICAL DATA OF SA^IPLE AREAS 
Treatment Date Soil Series Aspect 
Elevation 
(Above M.S.L 
Old P.P.-D.F. 
Timber stand Lone Drexel 170° 3^00-4000 
Clear-cut Cut 
I.urned 
1962 
1964 
Drexel 170® 3^00-4000 
Clear-cut Cut 
Scarified 
1962 
1965 
Drexel 1700 3SOO-4OOO 
Old burn 
Tamarack Cr. lurned 1929 Garnet 260O 3600-3^00 
Old Burn 
Boyd Mt. Eurned 1910 Garnet 260O 3800-4000 
Old Burn 
Boyd Mt. 
Eurned 
Eurned 
1910 
1931 
Garnet 260O 3800-4000 
M 
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visually ranked into high, medium, and low categories, based 
upon the total annual production of the palatable browse 
shrubs present—redstem ceanothus,^ evergreen ceanothus, 
mountain maple, willow, chokecherry, and serviceberry. Prior 
to sampling any area, a predetermined number of each (high, 
medium, and low ranked plots), as well as the sample sequence 
were chosen. A repetitive sequence of high, medium, and low 
was selected for the first two sample areas. For all other 
areas a sequence of high, medium, high, medium, high, and 
low was used to compensate for greater variance in the plots 
chosen for high production as compared with the low. The 
annual growth on the selected plot was clipped from ground 
level to a height of 6,5 feet, an arbitrary selection of 
the range of availability of forage for elk and deer. After 
annual growth had been clipped, the plant was stripped of 
leaves, except evergreen ceanothus—to simulate winter condi­
tion—deposited in paper bags by species, labeled, and after 
it was considered to be air dry, weighed to the nearest 0.1 
grams. All samples were reweighed 3-4 months later to 
verify previous weights. No discrepancy over 0.1 grams was 
noted. 
Sampling was carried out between June 24, 1966 and 
September 15> 1966 on all areas, and between June 24 and 
July 16 on the three areas on Canyon Creek. It was considered 
''See Appendix B for scientific names of plants 
referred to herein. 
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that shrubs other than evergreen and redstem ceanothus had 
completed annual growth at the time field work commenced; 
however, 10 leaders of each species sampled were measured, 
marked, and recorded to verify this supposition. Twig 
lengths were remeasured subsequent to clipping in the Canyon 
Creek areas and no measurable differences were observed to 
have occurred over this time. 
Annual growth of all shrubs other than evergreen 
and redstem ceanothus was easily determined by clipping at 
the distal bud scar ring; however, annual growth of the 
ceanothus species is much harder to determine. On the 
Canyon Creek areas, differences in bark texture and color 
was used to determine the point of current annual growth 
for redstem ceanothus and, at times, evergreen ceanothus. 
Usually, growth of evergreen ceanothus is still more diffi­
cult to determine. In this species the last pair of leaves 
added to terminal growth in the fall is usually small, and 
some growth may accrue over winter. In this case, another 
pair of small leaves may be nresent (Lyon, personal communi­
cation). In some instances color and texture of bark cor-
resDond to this criteria closely; in other stems there was a 
gradation in color and texture of bark, and in this event 
only the small leaves of fall cessation or spring commence­
ment of growth were used to determine the point where annual 
growth commenced. 
In addition to the ranked-set samples, 2,000 feet of 
line intercept transects were measured on each area sampled 
by the ranked-set method. Only intercept of the previously 
mentioned shrubs were recorded. Sample ooints were selected 
systematically, and plot intervals were determined by the 
size and configuration of the area to be sampled and varied 
from area to area, so that 2,000 feet of intercept could be 
distributed equally over the samole area. Distances between 
sample points, as was used in the ranked-set sampling, was 
measured by pacing with the aid of a pace stick. At each 
samoling point, five feet of intercept were measured at 
right angles to and on each side of the line of travel. 
Intercept was recorded in feet and tenths of feet for easy 
conversion to square feet or ground cover percentages by 
species. 
Along with the ranked-set samples additional infor­
mation on slope percentages, aspect, and basal area of 
trees was taken at each plot. Further, at each area sam­
pled , but not at each plot, enough trees were measured to 
determine the approximate origin date of the stand, canony 
height, and representative diameters of trees in the stand» 
For the second phase of the study, the effect of 
secondary succession—and thus time—on browse oroduction, 
three additional areas were selected for sampling. Again, 
these areas are similar in most respects (see Table II, p. 
24) but differing in the dates when they were burned by 
wildfire. It is assumed that wildfire is similar to clear-
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cutting and burning in its effect on browse extirpation and 
propagation. 
Similar procedures wer6 used on these areas (Tamarack 
Creek and Boyd Mountain) as those used on the Canyon Creek 
areas, with slight modification. Plot size for the ranked-
set samples was reduced to 3.1 by 3.1 feet square plots 
corresponding, in most cases, to a reduced distance between 
plants. The criteria for determining annual growth of ever­
green ceanothus was modified to accommodate differences in 
phenological development. Vifhen these areas were being 
sampled, the leaves from the previous year's growth were 
being shed. In the event the small leaves indicating the 
winter season were already shed, the leaf scar appearing 
nearest to the assumed present season leaves was used for a 
point to clip annual growth. The appearance, growth neculi-
arities, and general morphology of this snecies makes 
determination of annual growth hazardous and subject to 
error; however, so long as a constant criterion of production 
is used, differences between areas should remain relatively 
constant. 
For the third phase of the study, tree crown diam­
eters in relation to height were measured. Individual 
Doublas-fir trees were subjectively selected within the study 
area, generally on areas which had obviously been burned at 
some time in the past, to determine if there was a correla­
tion between crown diameter and tree height. The only 
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criterion which was used for selecting individual trees 
was the absence of adjacent trees which might have inhibi­
ted crown development of the sample tree. Essentially> 
these trees were open grown and have not competed with 
other trees for space. 
Suggested modifications would be to further modify 
the ranked-set method by selecting high, medium, and low 
production plots for each species present. By selecting 
for total Droduction, production of an individual species 
cannot be accurately computed. Further, a double sampling 
method might be employed in which not only plot ranks would 
be ocularly estimated but also the weights of a predeter­
mined portion of the plots could be estimated and comnared 
with plots which were first estimated and subsequently 
weighed. This method would provide more information for an 
equal amount of time spent in the field, but would be less 
accurate. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
As previously stated, this study may be subdivided 
into three segments: comparison of browse production by 
two methods (by weight and by cover) on three areas with 
different treatments; comparison of browse production on 
three older burned areas by the same methods; and a method 
of projecting future ground cover of tree canopies and its 
effect on browse production. 
The effect of silvicultural treatment upon browse 
production on the Canyon Creek areas will be considered 
first. These areas, as well as the areas on Boyd Mountain 
and in Tamarack Creek, were samoled by the ranked-set 
method of sampling and also by line intercept transects. 
It was initially intended to subject the data accumulated 
from the ranked-set samples to an analysis of variance, but 
it was found that the ranked-set method does not lend itself 
well to this type analysis. It was therefore decided to 
use the student "T" test in the analysis of the ranked-set 
data, 
A significant difference in browse production at the 
0.01 confidence level existed between the control—mature 
ponderosa pine stand—and the area which was clear-cut, but 
left unburned. It was also found that a significant differ­
ence occurred at the 0.01 level between the clear-cut, 
non-burned area and the clear-cut burned area (see Table 
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III and Appendix C); 
Aspect and slope were recorded at each plot; there­
fore, the figures listed in Table III for these entities 
reflect minor variations in local topography and, to a 
degree, micro-climate. The general aspect of the three 
areas—taken from U.S.G.S. Topographical Quadrangle Map— 
is approximately the same for all areas (170°). As may be 
noted in Table III there is an aspect and slope gradient 
corresponding to production. I consider that treatment and 
timber stand over-story are responsible for the bulk of the 
observed differences, although slope and aspect may have had 
some bearing on the results. The chance of such an arrange­
ment occurring in a sequential arrangement by accident is 
one chance in nine, ^ince there were more samples taken in 
the area which was clear-cut and burned than on the other 
two areas, and there was also more variability in aspect, 
slope, and production on this area, it was decided to segre­
gate the data from this area by exposure and slope to deter­
mine the differences in means of each sub-population due to 
these factors. Vi/hen samples of this size (N-4S) are broken 
down, the results are insufficient to be conclusive, but 
may be indicative. The results of the segregation of the 
data by these criteria are presented in Table IV. The 
results shown tend to indicate, but not prove, that the 
variation in slope and aspect between sample areas is not 
responsible for the observed differences in production. 
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TABLE III 
SUMARY OF DATA ACCRUED FROM THE RANKED-SET 
SAMPLES—CANYON CREEK AREAS 
Mature P.P. 
Stand (Con­
trol ) 
Clear-Cut 
Non-burned 
Clear-Cut 
Burned 
Mean Annual 
Production 
Lbs./Ar. 2.7 20.8 48.4 
Standard Error 
Lbs./Ar. 1.5 9.1 9.2 
Timber Over-story 
Basal Area 
Sq. Ft./Ar, 147.0 0.0 0.0 
Avg. Slope 
Percent 50.0 40.0 30.0 
Aspect 
Degrees from 
True North ISO.O 170.0 160.0 
TABLE IV 
EFFECT OF ASPECT AND SLOPE i 
CANYON CREEK CLEAR. 
UPON BROWSE PRODUCTION ON THE 
-CUT, BURNED AREA 
Sub-population 
Production 
Lbs./A. 
Aspect less than 160° 
Aspect of 600 
Aspects greater than 1^>0° 
Less than 30% slope 
30% slope 
More than 30% slope 
48 
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Ranked-set data were based upon total nroduction of 
selected species, and the production of individual snecies 
is possibly subject to bias. Evergreen ceanothus, for 
instance, produces much more per unit area than the other 
species sampled, largely because the leaves of this species 
were retained in the sample while the leaves of the other 
soecies were discarded. '-Thus, when a high producing plot 
was sampled, if evergreen ceanothus were present in an equal 
volume to, say, service berry on one of the alternate plots, 
the one producing evergreen ceanothus would be selected. 
Conversely, on plots selected for the lowest production, 
evergreen ceanothus would be avoided in the same circum­
stance. Whether or not these biases are proportional is 
unknown. 
Since the amount of production by individual species 
was in doubt, it was decided that line intercept transects 
would be taken on each area. Two thousand feet of intercept 
were measured on each area. The results of production and 
ground cover by species are presented in Tables V-VIII and 
Figure 6. 
Table VII indicates that ground cover for all species 
other than serviceberry increased after treatment. Service-
berry apparently invades burns at a later date after a fire 
than these measurements were made, possibly through seed 
dissemination by birds or by root suckers. No seedlings of 
any browse plant were noted on the treated areas other than 
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TABLE V 
GROUND COVER OF SAMPLED SPECIES IN PERCENT 
OF TOTAL GROUND COVER 
Old P.P. 
Stand Clear-cut Clear-cut 
Species (Control) Non-burn Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 0.1 0.2 5.9 
Evergreen ceanothus 0.0 0,8 3.2 
V;illow 0.1 0.9 1.3 
Mountain maple 0.4 0.6 0.6 
Serviceberry 4.0 1.7 0.7 
Chokecherry 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 4.6 4.2 11.7 
TABLE VI 
PERCENT OF COMPOSITION OF PALATABLE BROWSE 
COVER BY SPECIES 
Old P.P. 
Stand Clear-cut Clear-cut 
Species (Control) Non-burn Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 2.2 50.4 
Evergreen ceanothus 0.0 19.0 27.4 
V/illow 2.2 21.3 11.1 
Mountain maple 8.6 14.3 5.1 
Serviceberry ^7.0 40.6 6.0 
Chokecherry 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE VII 
PRODUCTION BY SPECIES—CANYON CREEK AREAS, FROM RANKED-SET 
SAMPLES, I«ffiASURED IN POUNDS PER ACRE 
Old P.P. 
Stand Clear-cut Clear-cut 
Species (Control) Non-burn Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 5.3 2^.3 
Evergreen ceanothus 0.0 11.1 14.2 
Willow 0.0 0.7 6.3 
Mountain maple 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Serviceberry 2.7 3.4 0.6 
Chokecherry 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 2.g 20.6 49.4 
'•'Less than 0.1 lbs./A. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENT OF PRODUCTION BY SPECIES FROM RANKED. -SET 
SAMPLES, CANYON CREEK AREAS 
Old P.P. 
Stand Clear-cut Clear-cut 
Species (Control) Non-burn Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 0.0 34.9 57.4 
Evergreen ceanothus 0.0 46.7 2a.7 
Willow 0.0 2.9 12.7 
Mountain maple 3.5 0.4 0.0 
Serviceberry 96.5 15.1 1.2 
Chokecherry 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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the ceanothus species. Willow and mountain maple increased 
in area, through increased vigor of residual plants, due 
chiefly to reduced comnetition and possibly increased avail­
able nutrients after the fire on the burned area. The most 
notable increases in ground cover were made by evergreen and 
redstem ceanothus after burning, virtually absent before 
treatment and increasing to be the most abundant palatable 
species after burning (approximately 76 per cent of total 
after burning). 
As far as production is concerned (see Table VII), 
the two ceanothus species comprise over 42 pounds per acre 
or 86 per cent of the total (see Table VIII) in the clear-
cut, burned area while only slightly over 16 pounds per 
acre in the unburned area or Si per cent of the total. Par­
tial scarification is probably responsible for a large 
portion of the ceanothus in the unburned area. Production 
by the ceanothus species is negligible in the control area. 
The comparison of production and ground cover on these three 
areas in Figure 6 shows that ground cover and production by 
species are relatively similar with the exception of the 
contribution of evergreen ceanothus, particularly on the 
unburned area, where ceanothus was more mature. 
The differences between browse production on the 
clear-cut, burned area and the unburned area will probably 
increase for several years. Both ground cover and production 
is higher in the clear-cut burned area than on the unburned 
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Figure 6. Comparison of rounds oroduction per 
acre with ground cover percentage. 
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area and there are many more plants on the burned area than 
on the unburned area, principally redstem ceanothus. Then, 
too, only four growing seasons have elapsed between the time 
of the burn and the study, while on the unburned area six 
growing seasons have passed since treatment. The length of 
time these areas will increase and then maintain production 
of oalatable browse shrubs, probably defends more on when 
trees start competing with shrub growth than on any other 
factor. Data from Boyd Mountain areas and the Tamarack 
Creek area are presented to indicate this relationship. 
The Ranked-set samples on the two Boyd Mountain 
areas and the site in Tamarack Creek were compared, and 
as the samples in Canyon Creek, were subjected to the 
Student "T" Test with the results shown in Table IX. It 
is assumed that minor differences in aspect and slope have 
very little bearing on production on these sites, as on the 
Canyon Creek areas and that the differences are due to 
treatment and conditions nrior and subsequent to treatment. 
The two Boyd Mountain areas were compared and a sig­
nificant difference was found at the 0.01 level of nrob-
ability. As previously noted, these sites are adjacent and 
appear similar in all respects but differ in the flora which 
they now support. The Boyd Mountain area which was burned 
in 1910 and reburned in 1931 was compared with the Tamarack 
Creek area, a significant difference in production of browse 
shrubs at the 0.01 level was also found between these two 
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TABLE IX 
SUMARY OF DATA FROM RANKED-SET SAMPLES OF OLDER BURNS 
Boyd Mt. 
Boyd Mt. Burned 1910 Tamarack Cr. 
Burned 1 91 0 1931 Burned 1929 
Mean annual prod. 
(Lbs./A.) 1.16 91.3 496.0 
Standard error 
(Lbs./A.) 0.55 32.S 77.3 
Timber over-story 
(Basal area-Sq. ft./ 
A.) 110.0 2.0 1.5 
Average slope {%) 60.0 70.0 60.0 
Aspect (Degrees 
from T. North) 240.0 250.0 260.0 
areas. The area burned in 1910 was apparently reseeded with 
Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine—predominantly Douglas-fir— 
shortly after it was burned. Increment borings of several 
trees on this area indicate that they are about 55 years old. 
The other two areas, where tree competition is yet insigni­
ficant still produce large quantities of quality browse, 
nearly 40 years after the origin of most of the plants. 
The differences in palatable browse production 
between the area on Boyd Mountain (1910 and 1931 burns), and 
the Tamarack Creek sampling area are large--much larger than 
would be expected of two areas so similar in physical 
characteristics and treatment. As on the Canyon Creek areas, 
ground cover was measured by transects, and production by 
snecies was computed from the ranked-set data (Tables X-
XIII). It may be noted (Tables X and XII), that the major 
difference between these areas is the difference in ever­
green ceanothus. Why evergreen ceanothus is so much more 
abundant on the Tamarack Creek area can only be left to 
conjecture. Vifeather records for the years following the 
fires--1930 and 1932—were reviewed, precipitation and 
temperatures were very similar for these years and failed 
to give insight into observed differences. Some other 
variable or combination of variables, apparently, is respon­
sible for the differences which occur between these two 
areas. 
It appears that browse production would continue to 
be high on most sites in this area until such a time as 
tree competition becomes a factor—provided animal numbers 
are not extremely high. V/ith this consideration, the third 
phase of the study was initiated: to do preliminary work 
on a method by which rate of decrease of browse plants may 
be predicted as competition with tree increases. 
By using appropriate site index curves—such as that 
in Figure 6—the height of a tree may be projected. That 
is, by knowing the age and height of a tree, which will 
yield site index, the height of that tree—provided it is a 
dominant or codominant—"N" years in the future may be 
ascertained by using the appropriate site index curve for 
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TABLE X 
GROUND COVER OF PALATABLE BROWSE SPECIES IN PERCENT 
OF TOTAL GROUND COVER 
1910-1931 
Species 1910 Burn Burn 1929 Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 0.0 1.4 0.4 
Evergreen ceanothus 0.0 2.8 21.0 
V/illow 0.0 0.2 0.0 
Mountain maple 0.0 0.5 0.0 
Serviceberry 3.7 11.7 15.7 
Chokecherry 0.3 0.2 
Total 4.0 16.8 37.1 
TABLE XI 
PERCENT OF COMPOSITION OF PALATABLE BROWSE 
COVER BY SPECIES 
1910-1931 
Species 1 910 Burn Burn 1929 Burn 
Redstem ceanothus 8.3 1.1 
Evergreen ceanothus - 16.7 56.6 
Vifillow — 1.2 
Mountain maple 3.0 
Serviceberry 92.5 69.6 42.3 
Chokecherry 7.5 1.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE XII 
PRODUCTION BY SPECIES 
POUNDS PER ACRE 
Species 1910 Burn 
1910-1931 
Burn 1929 
Redstem ceanothus g 0 
Evergreen ceanothus 55 4^2 
Willow 
Mountain maple 3 
Serviceberry 1.1 25 13 
Chokecherry 0.1 1 
Total 1 .2 91 496 
TABLE XIII 
PERCENT OF PRODUCTION BY SPECIES--OLD BURNS 
1910-1931 
Species I9IO Burn Burn 1 929 Bur 
Redstem ceanothus - 9 
Evergreen ceanothus - 60 9? 
Willow 
Mountain maple - 3 " 
Serviceberry 92 2S 3 
Chokecherry 
Total 100 100 100 
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the tree species involved. For this study, Douglas-fir was 
considered to be the tree most applicable for study since 
most winter game range is on areas of Douglas-fir climax. 
The crown diameter of Douglas-fir trees of various 
heights were measured to determine if there was a correla­
tion between tree height and crown diameter (a function of 
crown area). Figure 7 illustrates the relationship which 
was found. 
By finding the momber of Douglas-fir trees ner unit 
area—by any of several methods—and the age of the stand 
(as most stands of coniferous trees are even aged, deter­
mining the age of only a few trees should give a relatively 
accurate age estimate of the stand ) the ground cover of tree 
canopy may be predicted "N" years hence by use of the charts 
in Appendic D. 
As different species of shrubs have different toler­
ances to shade, the degree that various intensities of shade 
affect a particular species needs more work. It is apparent 
that serviceberry, though reduced, remains in a community 
even under dense tree canopies. The ceanothus species are 
very seldom found under moderate shade in substantial amounts. 
Chokecherry, mountain maple, and willow are intermediate 
between these two extremes. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The role of habitat management in game management 
has been recognized for a considerable length of time. 
The methods by which game habitat is managed in many in­
stances is, and will remain, controversial. I^nagement is 
essentially of two types; first, protection, the mainten­
ance of conditions which lead toward climax or maintaining 
a climax condition if it exists; secondly, setting back 
succession and managing for serai species. The latter is 
more common. 
In most communities, big game animals are considered 
as serai species and reach their peak of abundance when a 
plant community is in a serai stage of succession as there 
is more nalatable browse than in a climax community. Thus, 
setting back succession—when done judiciously—may increase 
carrying capacities for herbivores. 
VD'hen animals increase beyond the point at which the 
palatable foods available to them do not meet the minimum 
nutritional requirements, then the carrying capacity has 
been exceeded and food, or the lack of food then becomes 
the limiting factor. Vi/hen the species of animal (s) being 
managed rely on food which is transitory and game potjula-
tion growth is dampened by some factor such as hunting, then 
it seems more applicable to state: When palatable food 
decreases to the point that minimum food requirements are 
not met, then food is the limiting factor. On the study 
area, this seems to be the circumstance. 
Leopold (1947), stated that: 
Probably the most important sinp:le fact in the ecology 
of browse r»lants is that as oalatable snecies are 
criopled by overbrowsing and their reproduction is 
inhibited their "place in the sun" tends to be usurped 
by unpalatable species. In short, deer pressure gives 
worthless foods a competitive advantage and in the long 
run the whole flora tends to shift its composition in 
a direction unfavorable to deer. 
In areas where succession is relatively slow and animal 
numbers are high (above carrying capacity), this is undoubt 
edly the case. In western Montana's forests which are 
moist, and succession rapid, in comparison with forests 
further east in Montana, here too the "place in the sun" 
of palatable species tends to be usurped. The usurpation 
is generally by shade tolerant species and is due, in most 
cases, not to overuse, but may be attributed to succession. 
That succession plays a more important role in the demise 
of browse shrubs than animal use, within the study area at 
least, is indicated by areas on Boyd Mountain. One area 
sampled---1 910 burn—was stocked by Douglas-fir soon after 
the burn, orobably within three years, and annual productio 
of shrubs is now very low (I.I6 Ibs./A./Yr.'—ground cover 
4 per cent). Another area on Boyd Mountain with approxi­
mately the same edaphic and biotic conditions was sampled 
by 2,000 feet of line intercept transects only, to comnare 
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with this area. It was burned the same year but did not 
restock with trees. Here the ground cover of nalatable 
shrubs v;as 47.4 per cent, indicating a much higher annual 
production, fairly similar to the area sampled in Tamarack 
Creek. Again, to reiterate, although these are minor dif­
ferences in some respects—soil type, precipitation to a 
slight degree, and thus microclimate—the main difference 
is that the one area has restocked with trees while the 
other had not. 
Another indication that succession plays the dom­
inant role in the decline of browse abundance in this area 
is through observation on an area which was once the Little 
Joe Game Preserve. Here redstem ceanothus, the most palat­
able browse species in this vicinity, is represented in 
substantial amounts on an area burned in 1919. In the past, 
deer and elk have died here from malnutrition, yet they 
have not eliminated this plant from the community. Even 
now redstem ceanothus is browsed heavily on this area— 
usually SO-100 percent of the leaders have been browsed 
annually (Montana State Fish and Game records). 
There are areas within the study area and at various 
places in western Montana where it appears that animal use 
was the major contributor to decrease in shrub production 
and numbers. These areas, however, are relatively minor in 
extent as compared to the areas in which succession limits 
browse production, at least in the study area. 
Thus, management for big game herbivores in the 
forested uortion of western Montana is dependent upon the 
control of big game populations but to a greater extent 
maintaining an adequate amount of winter range areas in 
the early stages of secondary succession. The degree to 
which-habitat improvement for big game is a part of overall 
land management is a prerogative of the land manager. 
On timbered lands under national forest adminis­
tration, the consideration is, I believe, generally how best 
can timber be regenerated on the area which is to be or 
has been harvested. Often, clear-cutting followed by burn­
ing of slash is done on areas where climatic conditions 
are such that big game animals are unable to utilize these 
areas as winter range. V/hile, conversely, on areas of winter 
game range, timber harvest has generally been by some method 
other than clear-cutting and burning. This is not to say 
that selection, or the shelterwood method, might not be 
judicious at times, in certain habitat tyr^es, even so the 
effects on wildlife are very seldom fully considered. The 
Forest Service is under no obligation to manage land in such 
a way that a monetary profit is realized. Rather, the 
profits of public lands may be in the form of increased 
recreational opportunities, esthetics, and community stabili­
zation, to name a few. 
On the study area, at least, clear-cutting followed 
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by burning on winter game ranges aopears to be the most 
advantageous method for both timber and wildlife management. 
The effects of fire on an ecosystem are incredibly 
variable, and the literature of investigations of this phe­
nomena are voluminous< Ahlgren and Ahlgren (I960), in a 
resume on the effects of fire on forests, lists 35^^ refer­
ences. Cushwa (I96S), in a literature review of fire lists 
823 publications from within the United States from the 
mid-1920's to 1966. Ahlgren and Ahlgren concluded that: 
In nearly every section of the preceding review, 
apparent contradictions as to the effect of fire can 
be found. These divergencies indicate that it is 
imoossible to draw many general conclusions as to the 
ecological effects of fire. Rather, each combination 
of region, climate, forest tree association, soil tyne 
and oiant species must be considered individually. 
With this statement in mind, I will discuss my observations 
and findings in relation to similar studies. 
There appears to be no adverse effects from burning 
on the soils of the clear-cut areas inspected. At least 
there was no observable soil movement within the clear-cut 
areas. On these particular soils, erosion from road cuts 
and fills is more likely than from the harvested areas. The 
infiltration rate of the Garnet, Drexel, and Hollaway soil 
types is fast, so even when an area is bared of vegetation 
there is little overground movement of water, and no alluvial 
deT5osits were noted on uphill sides of logs or nedestal 
formation of grass clumps. Many observers have found that 
burning decreased the infiltration rate of water into the 
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soil (Austin and Baisinger, 1955; Arend, 1941; Isaac and 
Hopkins, 1937; Pearce and Vjooley, 193^)> while others report 
little or no effect (Ferrell and Olson, 1952). At any rate, 
with the soils of this area, reduction of infiltration rate, 
if that is the case, is not reduced to the point that over­
ground movement of water poses a problem. 
Probably burning reduces the available water near 
the surface (Isaac and Hopkins, 1937), but at lower soil 
depths no changes are reported (Ahlgren and Ahlgren, I960). 
That the available water is reduced, at least close to the 
surface, seems evident as it is generally some time before 
the more mesophytic members of the climax community become 
established when communities are set back to the early 
stages of secondary succession. 
The temperature of soils on a burned area undoubtedly 
increase after burning. The black surface area would absorb 
much more heat than a surface area broken up by litter or 
duff (•Shirley, 1932; Tyron, 194^). Pearce (1943) found 
higher soil temperatures for five years after a burn in 
North Carolina, as compared with unburned area. 
V/ith a reduced amount of available water at the 
surface of a burned area along with an increase of soil 
temperature, during the summer months at least, it is plaus­
ible why climax species cannot establish themselves as 
readily as serai species. In a situation in which Douglas-
fir is climax, ponderosa pine—a serai species on those 
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sites—is better adapted and makes better growth than 
Douglas-fir. 
On the clear-cut, burned area of Canyon Creek, ever­
green and redstem ceanothus were by far more common than on 
the unburned clear-cut. This seems to be a characteristic 
of the genus Ceanothus. Larson (1929) indicated that ever­
green and redstem ceanothus were common after fires in the 
Bitterroot Mountains, although he apparently did not realize 
the effect of fire on seed germination of these species. 
Quick (1935)» cited from Ahlgren and Ahlgren, 1960, states 
that ceanothus seed were stimulated by heat. Gratkowski 
(I960) found over 10,000 new brush seedlings per acre 
(which included three species of ceanothus) following a fire 
in Oregon. Went et al (1952) found up to 200 ceanothus 
plants Der square meter following a fire in California. 
Pengelly (1961) found prolific ceanothus seedlings (redstem 
and evergreen) in northern Idaho following prescribed burn­
ings of clear-cut timber stands. Further, Hubbard (195^) 
found that a hot water bath followed by Thiourea treatment 
broke dormancy of wedgeleaf ceanothus. Pengelly (1961) 
found, as was found in this study, that ceanothus was much 
more prolific on burned areas than on unburned areas. 
Of the other species sampled on the clear-cuts 
(mountain maple, willow, and serviceberry), clumns originated 
from root crowns which survived overstory timber removal 
and slashing, and burning, or both. No seedlings of these 
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species were observed. This is consistent with observa­
tions made by Martin (1955) In Nova Scotia, that early shrubs 
following fire are either of sucker origin or develori from 
seeds which survive in the soil. This does not preclude 
the possible existence of seedlings of these snecies; how­
ever, if present they are not in aopreciable amounts. It is 
possible that these soecies will invade the community to a 
greater extent in time through the media of wind and animal 
dissemination. 
It was noted that some clumps of serviceberry on the 
clear-cut and burned area did not survive. V/hether this was 
a direct effect of burning, of clear-cutting (but no dead 
clumps were noted on the unburned area), or an indirect 
effect of the fire is not known. At any rate, charred root 
crowns of serviceberry which had not resprouted were noted 
on the clear-cut burned area. 
V/hen comparing the shrubs of the mature ponderosa 
pine stand with either of the two clear-cut areas, the 
differences are outstanding. Palatable shrubs under the 
timber stand are either tall and ill formed or very short 
as a general rule; annual production is oractically non­
existent. Even light animal use of these shrubs is probably 
excessive and helps quicken their demise. V/illow, mountain 
maple, evergreen and redstem ceanothus, as well as service­
berry, are oresent under this stand but in insignificant 
amounts and primarily in small openings of the timber. In 
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contrast, browse plants in both the clear-cut areas are 
vigorous with good growth rates. 
On the Boyd Mountain and Tamarack Creek burns there 
are substantial differences in browse production. When 
comparing the area on Boyd Mountain that was burned in 1910 
with the 1910-1931 burn, there are very few similarities in 
the vegetation the two areas support. Besides obvious 
differences in production of palatable browse (see Table 
IX, p. 40), as well as overstory canopy, the species com­
position of palatable shrubs is different. Under the stand 
of Douglas-fir (I9IO burn), both evergreen and redstem 
ceanothus, willow, and mountain maple are absent (or nearly 
so, none were observed); chokecherry and serviceberry were 
the only remaining browse shrubs which were found in the 
sample. Although serviceberry made UP 92 per cent of the 
annual production, it contributed only 1.1 pounds per acre. 
On the area burned in 1910/1931) serviceberry contributed 
2S per cent of the production and about 25 pounds per acre. 
It seems probable that soil moisture plays a major role in 
the success of establishment of browse seedlings, but after 
they have become established shading leads to their elimina­
tion. Under a timber canopy, browse plants which attain a 
height at which the terminal shoot is too high to be avail­
able to game usually show etiolation (willow, serviceberry, 
mountain maple), an indication of light deficiency. 
When comparing the area on Boyd Mountain, 1910-1931 
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burns, with the Tamarack Creek area, the difference in pro­
duction is significant. These two areas seem to be as 
similar in topography, climate, soil type, and treatment as 
any non-planned experimental areas which could be selected. 
As previously noted, the major differences in production 
between these areas is attributable to evergreen ceanothus. 
Went et al (1952) lists seven mechanisms by which the 
occurrence or exclusion of certain plants in particular 
locations are brought about: 
1. Distribution and presence of seed. 
2. Differential germination. 
3. Competition. 
4. Soil differences. 
5. Climate differences. 
6. Pests and diseases. 
7. Differential survival. 
Of these, numbers 1, 2, 5> and 7 seem the most likely choices 
for the observed differences in the abundance of ceanothus 
on these sites. These two areas will probably support a good 
stand of browse for many years yet. Even after trees invade, 
a moderate amount of browse could be maintained under proper 
management. 
Pace (I95S) found that thinning immature ponderosa 
pine stands in the Black Hills increased production of 
grasses, forbs, and shrubs. This is apparently a response 
of the understory vegetation to a reduction in competition 
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and would vary in degree from area to area depending ur^on 
the degree of release and the nroductive capacity of the 
site. Thus, on any given site, thinnings, partial harvest 
cuts (selection, shelterwood, or seedtree), as well as 
clear-cutting without burning, all Drobably stimulate the 
growth of shrubs to the degree that competition is decreased. 
These methods, for the most part only stimulate growth of 
existing shrubs, but without fire, do not release the 
numerous seed stored in the upper levels of the soil, seed 
of those species which contribute the bulk of palatable 
forage after fire, namely ceanothus. 
Needless to say, fire is not the panacea of game 
manarement, not even big game management. Its use in 
managing for bitterbrush, for instance, would be extremely 
detrimental (Daubenmire, 196S). 
When used in certain habitat types, fire is an 
excellent method of setting back secondary succession. In 
areas where seed of browse plants are not released by fire, 
as ceanothus is, the effect of fire may be less noticeable. 
Also, in areas which receive more moisture, such as some of 
the areas in northern Idaho in the grand fir-TDachistama 
habitat type, an overabundance of ceanothus may be induced 
by fire. For example, the Mullan tree fire area (Pengelly, 
1966; re-examined in 1969) now supports such a dense, tall 
(10-12 feet high) growth of redstem ceanothus that movement 
through this area by deer and elk may be seriously hampered. 
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In the Uouglas-fir habitat types, areas somewhat 
drier than the grand fir climax, ceanothus does not form 
such luxuriant growth and is highly desirable. How long 
areas within the Uouglas-fir ninebark habitat tyne stay in 
full browse production depends largely upon the length of 
time palatable shrubs are not competing with trees. The 
length of time before trees reseed a burned area depends on 
several factors previously cited (V/ent et al, 1952). To 
make predictions on longevity of browse production before 
an area is restocked with trees is hazardous. After re­
stocking occurs, naturally or by planting, a predictable 
decrease in production, through time, could be calculated 
by constructing curves of per cent ground cover of overstory 
as an independent variable and groundcover (or production) 
of a particular browse species as a dependent variable (see 
Appendix D). By employing such a method, under intensive 
management, timely action could be taken to enhance browse 
production through thinning young timber stands or harvest­
ing mature stands. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Six sites in western Mineral County, Montana, v;ere 
samoled by the ranked-set method to estimate annual nroduc-
tion of palatable browse shrubs. In addition, 2,000 feet 
of line intercept transects were measured on each area and 
one additional area. 
All areas sampled were within the Douglas-fir 
nlnebark habitat tyne, the serai stages of which are the 
orincical wintering areas for big game herbivores within the 
study area. Previous fires, notably those of 1910, 1919> 
and 1924, set back succession, creating transitory shrub 
communities which are now utilized by game as wintering 
areas. Game range is being lost since palatable browse 
production decreases as succession progresses and natural 
burns have virtually been eliminated. 
The objectives of this study were to: quantify 
effects of clear-cutting vs. clear-cutting and burning on 
palatable browse oroduction; measure brovjse production on 
older burned areas; and to work on preliminary aspects of a 
method to predict the effects of succession on browse abun­
dance in timbered areas. 
On the Canyon Creek areas, where tinber was harvested 
in 1962-63, a highly significant difference (at the .01 per 
cent level.) in browse shrub production occurred between 
clear-cut-burned and clear-cut-unburned areas. Mean annual 
production on the former was 4^.4 pounds while the latter 
produced only 20.^ pounds oer acre. This is largely 
attributable to the increased production of redstem and 
evergreen ceanothus on the burned area. All shrub species 
sampled other than the ceanothus stjecies, on both the burned 
and unburned areas, appeared to originate from root crowns 
present before timber harvest. , No seedlings of these shrubs 
were found. 
A significant difference (at the .01 per cent level) 
in browse production was found between the non-burned area 
and the mature ponderosa nine stand. Mean annual production 
of palatable shrubs on the non-burned area was 20.6 pounds 
per acre, while under the ponderosa pine stand it was 2.7 
t>ounds. Differences between these three areas will probably 
become more pronounced in the future. 
There is a need to determine approximately how 
long, and to what extent, browse range will stay in produc­
tion. Three older burns (1910-1931) were compared. These 
areas are physically very similar but support differing 
Dhytosociological communities. An area burned in 1910 that 
now supports a dense tree community produced 1.16 pounds of 
palatable forage per acre per year compared to an adjacent 
area (burned 1910 and 1931^ where mean annual production was 
91.3 oounds per acre. The latter area had no timber over-
story. The area burned in 1910 and 1931 was comnared with an 
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area burned in 1929; here, unexpectedly, a significant 
difference also occurred. On the former area 91.3 nounds, 
and on the latter area 496.0 nounds per acre of available 
/orage were found. The major difference was due to a 
ftigher frequency of evergreen ceanothus on the latter area. 
A correlation was found between tree height and 
crown diameter of Douglas-fir trees, thus increase of tree 
canopy ground cover can be projected "N" years in the future. 
A somewhat inverse relationship exists between palatable 
browse production and tree competition, and varying to degree 
by shrub species. More work needs to be done on this pro­
cedure . 
It may be concluded that on the study area: 
1. Clear-cutting increases browse production within 
the Douglas-fir ninebark habitat type. 
2. Clear-cutting followed by burning further in­
creases browse production. 
3. Elimination of browse shrubs from the community 
is the result of tree competition rather than animal overuse 
or age of browse shrubs. 
4. Longevity of shrub communities can be predicted 
only after trees become established. 
5. There is a direct correlation between tree 
height and crown diameter and thus ground cover of Douglas-
fir when no competition between trees exists. 
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APPENDIX A 
AN ACT 
To authorize and direct that the national 
forests be managed under principles of mul­
tiple use and to nroduce a sustained yield 
of products and services, and for other 
purposes. 
Be it enacted by the Senate House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That 
it is the policy of the Congress that the national forests 
are established and shall be administered for outdoor 
recreation ranpe, timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish 
purposes. The purposes of this Act are declared to be 
supplemental to, but not in derogation of, the purposes for 
v/hich the national forests were established as set forth in 
the Act. of June 4, 1^97 (16 U.3.C. 475). Nothing herein 
shall be construed so as to affect the use or administration 
of the mineral resources of national forest lands or to 
affect the use or administration of Federal lands not within 
national forests. 
Sec. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized 
and directed to develop and administer the renewable surface 
resources of the national forests for multiple use and sus­
tained yield of the several products and services obtained 
therefrom. In the administration of the national forests 
due consideration shall be given to the relative values of 
the various resources in Particular areas. The establish­
ment and maintenance of areas of wilderness are consistent 
with the purposes and provisions of this Act, 
Sec. 3. In the effectuation of this Act the Secre­
tary of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate with inter­
ested State and local governmental agencies and others in 
the development and management of the national forests. 
Sec. 4. As used in this Act, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 
(a) "Multiple use" means: The management of all 
the various renewable surface resources of the national 
forests so that they are utilized in the combination that 
will best meet the needs of the American t^eople; making the 
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most judicious use of the land for some or all of these 
resources or related services over areas large enough to 
provide sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in 
use to conform to changing needs and conditions; that some 
land will be used for less than all of the resources; and 
harmonious and coordinated management of the various re­
sources, each with the other, without impairment of the 
productivity of the land, with consideration being given 
to the relative values of the various resources, and not 
necessarily the combination of uses that will give the 
greatest dollar return or the greatest unit output. 
(b) "Sustained yield of the several products and 
services" means the achievement and maintenance of per­
petuity of a high-level annual or regular periodic output of 
the various renewable resources of the national forests 
v;ithout impairment of the productivity of the land. 
Approved June 12, I960. 
APPENDIX B 
COI#10N AND BINOMIAL NAI'-IES OF PLANTS AND 
ANIMALS USED IN TEXT 
Trees^ 
Cedar (Viestern Red) . . . Thu.ia olicata Donn. 
Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga taxifolia (Poir) 
Britt. 
Ponderosa Dine Pinus ponderosa Laws. 
True fir (Grand) .... Abies grandis (Dougl.) Lindl. 
Shrubs^ 
Chokecherry Prunus virginiana L. 
Evergreen ceanothus . . . Ceanothus velutinus Dougl. 
Mountain maple Acer glabrum Torr. 
Ninebark Physocarpus malvaceus (Greene) 
Kantze 
Pachistima Pachistima mvrsinites (Pursh.) 
Raf. 
Redstem ceanothus .... Ceanothus sanguineus Pursh. 
Serviceberry Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. 
V^illow Salix sp. 
Animals^ 
Elk (Wapiti) Cervus canadensis 
V/hite-tailed deer .... Odocoileus virginianus 
r^ule deer Odocoileus hemionus hemionus 
''Booth, 1950. ^Booth and V'rigbt, 1959. 
^Burt and Grossenheider, 195?. 
j^-D-nTPl^T)jy C 
For computating mean and variance for ranked-set samples see Halls and 
Dell 
Old P.P. Clear-Cut Clear-Cut 1910 I9IO&I93I 1929 
Stand Non-Burn Burn Burn Burn Burn 
Mean 2.7 20.B 4S.4 I.I6 91.3 496 
N 23 36 4^ 36 30 36 
Variance 2.3 .S SU 0.3 1074 59^1 
Standard Error 1.5 9.1 9.2 0.55 32.3 77.3 
Std. Error Diff. 3.25 4.2^ 5.^ 10.5 
Computed "T" Value 5.57 6.45 15.54 3^.5 
Degrees of Freedom 57 ^2 64 64 
"T" .01 2.67 2.64 2.66 2.66 
All values were calculated at the "T" .01 level and all are 
significant at this level. 
TOTAL LINE INTERCEPT ON SAMPLE AREAS BY SPECIES 
Old P.P. 
Stand 
Clear-cut 
Non-burn 
Clear-cut 
Burn 
1910 
Burn 
191O&I 931 
Burn 
1920 
Burn 
Serviceberry 40 . 1  17.1 13.2 74.7 234.3 3U.8 
Mountain maple 3.8 5.9 11.8 — 10.3 — 
Evergreen ceanothus — 7.5 63.9 — 56.2 419.9 
Redstem ceanothus 1  .3 1.6 118.2 — 27.3 7.1 
Willow 1 .2 B.7 26.9 - - 3.1 — 
Chokecherry - - — — g.6 3.6 0.2 
APPENDIX D 
As previously noted, the method of estimating 
browse production "N" years hence needs more work before it 
can be used successfully, thus a hypothetical example will 
be used to demonstrate the nrocedure. 
Let us say, for instance, that an area was burned 30 
years ago and evergreen ceanothus, redstem ceanothus, service-
berry, and willow are now present in the shrub community. 
The tree portion of the community is comnosed of Douglas-fir 
that became established 10 years after the burn and is now 
20 years old as determined from increment borings. The 
height of the dominant and codominant trees is 20 feet and 
there are 150 trees wer acre. Presently browse annual 
production is as follows: 
Redstem ceanothus 40 lbs. per A. 
Evergreen ceanothus .... 60 lbs. per A. 
Serviceberry 15 lbs, per A. 
Willow 10 lbs. per A. 
What will browse production be 20 years in the future 
on this area? 
By using Douglas-fir site index curves (U.S.D.A.), 
which may be seen in Figure 8, it may be seen that a tree 
that is 20 feet tall at 20 years has a site index of 50. A 
Douglas-fir on this site will then be 43 feet tall at 40 
years. It may be seen from the tree height-crown area 
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regression (Figure 9) that presently a Douglns-fir tree 20 
feet tall has a crown area of 78 square feet and when it 
reaches a height of 43 feet the crown area will be 260 
square feet, A total of 150 trees ner acre will cover 
39,000 square feet as comr)ared to 6,450 square feet pres­
ently. This is a change from 24.i r>er cent to S9.5 per 
cent during this period—assuming even distribution of 
trees and no mortality. The hypothetical regressions of 
the various browse shrubs during this period may be seen 
in Figure 10, bhrub production at N+20 years would be as 
follows: 
20 Years Hence 
Presently (N+20) 
Evergreen ceanothus 60 4 
Redstem ceanothus 40 0 
Serviceberry 15 7 
V/illow jO 3 
Total 125 14 
Thus in the hypothetical example, production 
decreased about per cent. It may also be noted (Figure 
11) that site index is probably as important as the number 
of trees per acre in changes of overstory cover with time. 
On an area with a high site index, production of browse would 
probably be high before being decreased by tree competition 
while on an area of low site index production would probably 
be initially lower but would remain longer. 
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Figure J?. Site index curves for Douglas-fir 
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Figure 9. Relationship between tree height and 
crown area. 
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Figure 10. Change in canopy coverage with change 
in time. Site index 50. 
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Figure 11. Change in canopy coverage with change 
in time. 150 trees per acre. 
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Figure 12. Hypothetical regression for various 
shrub species correlated with increase in canopy cover. 
